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ABSTRACT
Life-long user behavior modeling, i.e., extracting a user’s hidden in-
terests from rich historical behaviors in months or even years, plays
a central role in modern CTR prediction systems. Conventional
algorithms mostly follow two cascading stages: a simple General
Search Unit (GSU) for fast and coarse search over tens of thousands
of long-term behaviors and an Exact Search Unit (ESU) for effective
Target Attention (TA) over the small number of finalists from GSU.
Although efficient, existing algorithms mostly suffer from a crucial
limitation: the inconsistent target-behavior relevance metrics be-
tween GSU and ESU. As a result, their GSU usually misses highly
relevant behaviors but retrieves ones considered irrelevant by ESU.
In such case, the TA in ESU, no matter how attention is allocated,
mostly deviates from the real user interests and thus degrades the
overall CTR prediction accuracy. To address such inconsistency,
we propose TWo-stage Interest Network (TWIN), where our
Consistency-Preserved GSU (CP-GSU) adopts the identical target-
behavior relevance metric as the TA in ESU, making the two stages
twins. Specifically, to break TA’s computational bottleneck and ex-
tend it from ESU to GSU, or namely from behavior length 102 to
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length 104 − 105, we build a novel attention mechanism by behav-
ior feature splitting. For the video inherent features of a behavior,
we calculate their linear projection by efficient pre-computing &
caching strategies. And for the user-item cross features, we com-
press each into a one-dimentional bias term in the attention score
calculation to save the computational cost. The consistency be-
tween two stages, together with the effective TA-based relevance
metric in CP-GSU, contributes to significant performance gain in
CTR prediction. Offline experiments on a 46 billion scale real pro-
duction dataset from Kuaishou and an Online A/B test show that
TWIN outperforms all compared SOTA algorithms. With optimized
online infrastructure, we reduce the computational bottleneck by
99.3%, which contributes to the successful deployment of TWIN on
Kuaishou, serving the main traffic of hundreds of millions of active
users everyday.
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Figure 1: Inconsistency between GSU & ESU in a Conven-
tional Two-Stage Algorithm. Assume that an “Oracle” (blue)
could afford to use the identical relevance metric as that in
ESU on all the 104-105 behaviors, namely find “the real top-
100”.While GSU (orange) uses an ineffective and inconsistent
coarse search. Among the top-100 returned by GSU (x axis),
only 40 hit the real top-100 (y axis). This inconsistency (gray)
indicates the potential improvement space left for TWIN.

1 INTRODUCTION
As one of the most popular short video sharing apps in China,
Kuaishou strongly relies on its powerful recommendation system
(RS). Every day, RS helps hundreds of millions of active users to filter
out millions of uninterested videos and reach their interested ones,
leaving tens of billions of click through logs. These tremendous
data not only feed the training of RS, but also boost technique
revolutions that keep lifting both the user experience and business
effectiveness on this platform.

In modern RSs, a fundamental task is Click Through Rate (CTR)
prediction which aims to predict the probability that a user would
click an item / video [2, 10, 32]. Accurate CTR prediction directs RS
to serve each user one’s favourite contents and deliver each video
to its interested audiences. To achieve this, CTR models should be
highly personalized and make full use of scarce user information.
Consequently, life-long user behavior modeling, i.e., extracting a
user’s hidden interests from rich long-term historical behaviors,
usually acts as a key component in CTR models [7, 16, 34–36].

Industrial life-long behavior modeling algorithms mostly follow
the two cascading stages [19]: (1) a General Search Unit (GSU) that
conducts a fast coarse search over tens of thousands of long-term
behaviors and outputs a small number of most target-relevant ones,
and (2) an Exact Search Unit (ESU) that performs effective Target
Attention (TA) over the small number of finalists from GSU. The
reason behind this two-stage design is twofold. On one hand, to
precisely capture the user interest, TA is a proper choice for empha-
sizing target-relevant behaviors and suppressing target-irrelevant
ones. On the other hand, the expensive computational cost of TA
limits its applicable sequence length to at most a few hundreds.
To this end, a simple and fast GSU as a pre-filter is essential for
cutting-off industrial scale behavior sequences which could easily
reach 104-105 in just a few months.

Recent years have witnessed a great many emerging studies
on two-stage life-long behavior modeling, while their key differ-
ence lies in the GSU strategies that coarsely select target-relevant
behaviors. For example, SIM Hard [19] simply selects behaviors
from the same category as the target item, while SIM Soft [19]

calculates the target-behavior relevance score from pre-trained
item embeddings by the inner product and selects behaviors with
the highest relevance [19]. ETA approximates the relevance score
calculation using locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) and Hamming
distance [3]. SDIM samples behaviors with the same hash signa-
ture as the target-behavior through multi-round hash collision [1],
among others. Despite being extensively studied, existing two-stage
life-long behavior modeling algorithms still suffer from a crucial
limitation: the inconsistency between GSU and ESU (shown in Fig-
ure 11). Specifically, the target-behavior relevance metric used in
GSU is both coarse and inconsistent with the TA used in ESU. As
a result, GSU may probably miss relevant behaviors, but retrieve
ones considered irrelevant by ESU, wasting ESU’s precious com-
putational resources. In such case, the TA in ESU, no matter how
attention is allocated, mostly deviates from the real user interests
and thus degrades the overall CTR prediction accuracy.

To address such inconsistency, we propose TWIN: TWo-stage
Interest Network for lifelong user behavior modeling, where a
Consistency-Preserved GSU (CP-GSU) adopts the identical target-
behavior relevance metric as the TA in ESU, making the two stages
twins. To extend the expensive TA to CP-GSU, TWIN breaks TA’s
key computational bottleneck, namely the linear projection of all
behaviors, by effective behavior feature split, simplified TA archi-
tecture and highly optimized online infrastructure. 1). Specifically,
for the video inherent features of a behavior (e.g. video id, author,
duration, topic) which are shared across users / behavior sequences,
we accelerate their projection by efficient pre-computing & caching
strategies. 2). And for the the user-video cross features of a behavior
(e.g. user’s click timestamp, play time, rating), where caching is not
applicable, we simplify the TA architecture by compressing their
projection into bias terms. With optimized online infrastructure, we
successfully extend the applicable sequence length of TA from 102
in ESU to 104−105 in CP-GSU. The consistency between two stages,
together with the effective TA-based relevance metric in CP-GSU,
contributes to significant performance gain in CTR prediction.

Overall, we make the following contributions:
• In our proposed TWIN, CP-GSU precisely and consistently re-
trieves behaviors that are not only target-relevant, but also con-
sidered important by ESU, maximizing the retrieval effectiveness
of behavior modeling. To the best of our knowledge, we are the
first to successfully address the inconsistency in the two-stage
life-long behavior modeling problem.

• We validate the effectiveness of TWIN through extensive offline
experiments on Kuaishou’s 46 billion scale industrial dataset and
online A/B tests. We verify our validity through ablation studies
and show that TWIN brings significant online benefits.

• We build efficient industrial infrastructure to apply TWIN on the
real online RS. Effective pre-computing & caching strategies are
proposed to reduce the computational bottleneck of TWIN, i.e.,
the linear projection of behaviors in CP-GSU, by 99.3% and to
meet the low latency requirements of the online serving system.
TWIN has now been deployed on the RS of Kuaishou, serving
the main traffic of 346 million active users every day.

1The Oracle is identically copied from the ESU of SIM-hard (trained from the top-
100 behaviors retrieved by GSU), except that it ranks 104 rather than 102 behaviors.
Experiments are conducted on a tiny demo dataset from Kuaishou, not feasible for
normal datasets due to the extremely high cost of Oracle (details in Section 4.5).
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Table 1: Comparison of SOTA user interest models. The bot-
tom part lists the two-stage models. Length denotes the max-
imum sequence length of user behaviors in original papers.

Method Length GSU Stragegy End2End Consist

DIN [36] ∼ 103 N/A N/A N/A
DIEN [35] ∼ 102 N/A N/A N/A
MIMN [18] ∼ 103 N/A N/A N/A

UBR4CTR [20, 21] ∼ 102 BM25 % %

SIM Hard [19] ∼ 103 Category Filter % %

SIM Soft [19] ∼ 103 Inner Product % %

ETA [3] ∼ 103 LSH & Hamming ! %

SDIM [1] ∼ 103 Hash Collision ! %

TWIN (ours) ∼ 105 Target Attention ! !

2 RELATEDWORK
Our work is closely related to two active research areas: CTR pre-
diction and long-term user behavior modeling.

2.1 Click-Through-Rate Prediction
CTR prediction which aims to predict a user’s personalized inter-
ests, is crucial for nowadays RSs. Early CTR models are shallow
and mainly focus on exploiting feature interactions, such as factor-
ization machines (FM) [22] and field-aware factorization machines
(FFM) [12]. With the success of deep learning, deep CTR models are
extensively studied and become mainstream choices. For example,
Chen et al. [2] and Zhang et al. [33] first apply deep models for CTR
tasks. Wide&Deep [5] combines a wide linear model and a deep
model, which takes the advantages of both memorization of feature
interaction and generalization of deep architecture. DeepFM [10]
and DCN [26, 27] improve the wide part of Wide&Deep to increase
the feature interaction ability. xDeepFM [15] and AFM [29] fur-
ther exploit convolution-like layers and attention mechanism to
improve the deep part and boost model performance.

As the CTR models becomes increasingly personalized, user
behavior modeling, i.e., capturing a user’s hidden interest from
the summarization of one’s historical behaviors, becomes a crucial
module. Limited by computational resources, early algorithms are
mostly in target-independent manners and thus can be efficiently
pre-calculated offline [8, 23, 31]. To better extract a user’s interest
in specific items, various TA mechanisms are adopted. DIN [36],
represents the user interest by a TA over historical behaviors to
emphasise target-relevant behaviors. DIEN [35] further introduces
the temporal relationship of behaviors using ARGRU, an attention-
based variant of classic GRU [6]. DSIN [9] splits behaviors into
multiple sessions and conducts self-attention inside each one to
emphasise intra-session relationships. MIND [14] and DMIN [30]
represents user interest by multiple vectors. BST [4], SASRec [13]
and BERT4Rec [24] also use transformers to improve the model’s
performance and parallelism.

2.2 Long-Term User Behavior Modeling
As the effectiveness of TA and interest modeling have been con-
firmed in modern industrial RSs, researchers start to model increas-
ingly longer behaviors. Liu and Zamanian [16] combines long-term

Table 2: Important Notations Used in Section 3

𝑓 predictor 𝜎 sigmoid 𝑦 predicted CTR
D dateset R real number set 𝑑 feature dimension
ℓ loss x feature vector 𝑦 ground truth label

𝐸 embedding dictionary xemb embedded feature
xhot one/multi hot coding 𝑣 vocabulary size
𝐾 behavior features 𝐿 behavior length
𝐽 cross feature number 𝑎 head index
𝐻 inherent feature dimension 𝐾ℎ inherent features
𝐶 cross feature dimension 𝐾𝑐 cross features
𝜷 cross feature weight 𝜶 attention weight

𝑑𝑘 dimension of projected inherent features
𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑡 dimension of projection in original MHTA
𝑊 ℎ,𝑊 𝑐 ,𝑊 𝑣,𝑊 𝑜 linear projection parameters
w𝑐

𝑗
a diagonal block of projection parameter𝑊 𝑐

and short-term interests in CTR prediction. MIMN [18] stores the
user behaviors as a memory matrix at the user interest center (UIC)
and updates the memory when new user behavior comes. However,
MIMN is hard to be extended to sequences longer than 103, and it
generates the same memory matrix for different candidate items,
carrying useless noise and impairing the TA.

Recently, SIM [19] and UBR4CTR [20, 21] introduce the two-
stage cascaded framework to solve those challenges and achieve
SOTA performance in CTR prediction. A conventional two-stage
algorithm usually consists of: 1) a simple and fast GSU which re-
trieves the most “relevant” items to the target item from thousands
of user behaviors, 2). and an attentive ESU to perform TA over the
finalists from GSU. UBR4CTR utilizes BM25 as the relevance metric
in its first stage. While in the original SIM, there are two instances
with different GSU designs. The GSU of SIM Hard selects relevant
items from the same category with the target item, while the GSU of
SIM Soft uses the inner product of pre-trained item embeddings as
the relevance metric. Though the two-stage design takes a big step
forward, the original GSU still faces high computational burden
and has different retrieval metric with ESU, which results in the
inconsistency between two stages.

More recently, ETA [3] uses locality-sensitive hash (LSH) to
encode item embeddings trained by ESU and retrieves relevant
items from long-term behaviors via Hamming distance (HD). SDIM
[1] samples behavior items with the same hash signature as the
target item through multiround hash collision, and the ESU then
linearly aggregates those sampled behavior items to obtain user
interests. It is positive that ETA and SDIM adopt End2End training.
In other words, their two stages share the identical embeddings.
Nevertheless, inconsistency still exists in the retrieval strategies,
specifically the network structure and parameters.

In this paper, we propose to extend the TA structure to GSU and
synchronize the embeddings and attention parameters from ESU to
GSU, maintaining the end-to-end training. As the result, we achieve
the consistency in both network structure and model parameters,
which contributes to significant performance gain compared to
ETA and SDIM. We detail the differences of our model with others
in Table 1. Note that our work differs from indexing algorithms that
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<latexit sha1_base64="n6/W1KPfxCc6g5FHRqeg8V9bvKI=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKUY9FLx4r2lpoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgbjm5n/+IRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOle92v9csVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj2y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14ZWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmnXqt5FtX5XrzSu8ziKcAKncA4eXEIDbqEJLWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMIhI2l</latexit>s2

…

…

100 behaviors most relevant to the target item

<latexit sha1_base64="nlyDZmwaMbfnrHsg9bzUtp2INa4=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqexKUY9FLx4r2A/oriWbTtvQJBuSrFCW/g0vHhTx6p/x5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvVpwZ6/vfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx61TJJqCk2a8ER3YmKAMwlNyyyHjtJARMyhHY9vZ377CbRhiXywEwWRIEPJBowS66TQ9LLgMVSaCZj2yhW/6s+BV0mQkwrK0eiVv8J+QlMB0lJOjOkGvrJRRrRllMO0FKYGFKFjMoSuo5IIMFE2v3mKz5zSx4NEu5IWz9XfExkRxkxE7DoFsSOz7M3E/7xuagfXUcakSi1Iulg0SDm2CZ4FgPtMA7V84gihmrlbMR0RTah1MZVcCMHyy6ukdVENLqu1+1qlfpPHUUQn6BSdowBdoTq6Qw3URBQp9Ixe0ZuXei/eu/exaC14+cwx+gPv8wcx/pHN</latexit>s10 <latexit sha1_base64="idEL3MZsEt2xTVciSmcjuddy64Y=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KrulqMeiF48V7Ad015JN0zY0yYYkK5Slf8OLB0W8+me8+W9M2z1o64OBx3szzMyLFWfG+v63t7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo5bJkk1oU2S8ER3YmwoZ5I2LbOcdpSmWMSctuPx7cxvP1FtWCIf7ETRSOChZANGsHVSaHpZ9TFUmgk67ZXKfsWfA62SICdlyNHolb7CfkJSQaUlHBvTDXxlowxrywin02KYGqowGeMh7ToqsaAmyuY3T9G5U/pokGhX0qK5+nsiw8KYiYhdp8B2ZJa9mfif103t4DrKmFSppZIsFg1SjmyCZgGgPtOUWD5xBBPN3K2IjLDGxLqYii6EYPnlVdKqVoLLSu2+Vq7f5HEU4BTO4AICuII63EEDmkBAwTO8wpuXei/eu/exaF3z8pkT+APv8wczipHO</latexit>s20
<latexit sha1_base64="/PbpE7BGMOrpHeNGYKsWJMp59FQ=">AAAB9XicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHYNUY9ELx4xkUcCC5kdGpgwO7uZmdWQDf/hxYPGePVfvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBZcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCooaNEMayzSESqFVCNgkusG24EtmKFNAwENoPx7cxvPqLSPJIPZhKjH9Kh5APOqLFSV/dSz3W7nVjxEKe9Ysktu3OQVeJlpAQZar3iV6cfsSREaZigWrc9NzZ+SpXhTOC00Ek0xpSN6RDblkoaovbT+dVTcmaVPhlEypY0ZK7+nkhpqPUkDGxnSM1IL3sz8T+vnZjBtZ9yGScGJVssGiSCmIjMIiB9rpAZMbGEMsXtrYSNqKLM2KAKNgRv+eVV0rgoe5flyn2lVL3J4sjDCZzCOXhwBVW4gxrUgYGCZ3iFN+fJeXHenY9Fa87JZo7hD5zPHxOvkkE=</latexit>s1000

<latexit sha1_base64="+tPh2TgAz8kVHH7dPqQGUnW9Tjo=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4kJJIUY9FL4KXCvYD2lA22027dLMJuxOhhP4ILx4U8erv8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0ikMOi6387K6tr6xmZhq7i9s7u3Xzo4bJo41Yw3WCxj3Q6o4VIo3kCBkrcTzWkUSN4KRrdTv/XEtRGxesRxwv2IDpQIBaNopdZ9L2Pn3qRXKrsVdwayTLyclCFHvVf66vZjlkZcIZPUmI7nJuhnVKNgkk+K3dTwhLIRHfCOpYpG3PjZ7NwJObVKn4SxtqWQzNTfExmNjBlHge2MKA7NojcV//M6KYbXfiZUkiJXbL4oTCXBmEx/J32hOUM5toQyLeythA2ppgxtQkUbgrf48jJpXlS8y0r1oVqu3eRxFOAYTuAMPLiCGtxBHRrAYATP8ApvTuK8OO/Ox7x1xclnjuAPnM8ftLyPKw==</latexit>

Kc,1
<latexit sha1_base64="QVq8Wb4fnWpHPLC7bIVXBhnZvTY=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcJuCOox6EXwEsE8IFnC7KSTDJmdXWZmhbDkI7x4UMSr3+PNv3GS7EETCxqKqm66u4JYcG1c99vJra1vbG7ltws7u3v7B8XDo6aOEsWwwSIRqXZANQousWG4EdiOFdIwENgKxrczv/WESvNIPppJjH5Ih5IPOKPGSq37XsouKtNeseSW3TnIKvEyUoIM9V7xq9uPWBKiNExQrTueGxs/pcpwJnBa6CYaY8rGdIgdSyUNUfvp/NwpObNKnwwiZUsaMld/T6Q01HoSBrYzpGakl72Z+J/XSczg2k+5jBODki0WDRJBTERmv5M+V8iMmFhCmeL2VsJGVFFmbEIFG4K3/PIqaVbK3mW5+lAt1W6yOPJwAqdwDh5cQQ3uoA4NYDCGZ3iFNyd2Xpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fzB7ZBjyw=</latexit>

Kc,2
<latexit sha1_base64="cdhbvgn+VyWlN+inl9mkzeGkJ3U=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofjbp0M1gEVyURUZdFNy4r2Ae0MUymk3boZBJmJkoN/RI3LhRx66e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs+cIOFMacf5tkorq2vrG+XNytb2zm7V3ttvqziVhLZIzGPZDbCinAna0kxz2k0kxVHAaScYX+d+54FKxWJxpycJ9SI8FCxkBGsj+Xa1H2E9CkKUPd4T3536ds2pOzOgZeIWpAYFmr791R/EJI2o0IRjpXquk2gvw1Izwum00k8VTTAZ4yHtGSpwRJWXzYJP0bFRBiiMpXlCo5n6eyPDkVKTKDCTeUy16OXif14v1eGllzGRpJoKMj8UphzpGOUtoAGTlGg+MQQTyUxWREZYYqJNVxVTgrv45WXSPq275/Wz27Na46qoowyHcAQn4MIFNOAGmtACAik8wyu8WU/Wi/VufcxHS1axcwB/YH3+AHT3kvg=</latexit>

wc
1

<latexit sha1_base64="d9cwAHFSSX8c05YMLiLS6RV+k8M=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofjbp0M1gEVyUpRV0W3bisYB/QxjKZTtqhk0mYmSg19EvcuFDErZ/izr9x0mahrQcGDufcyz1z/JgzpR3n2yqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/tl++CwraJEEtoiEY9k18eKciZoSzPNaTeWFIc+px1/cp35nQcqFYvEnZ7G1AvxSLCAEayNNLDL/RDrsR+g9PGeDGqzgV1xqs4caJW4OalAjubA/uoPI5KEVGjCsVI914m1l2KpGeF0VuonisaYTPCI9gwVOKTKS+fBZ+jUKEMURNI8odFc/b2R4lCpaeibySymWvYy8T+vl+jg0kuZiBNNBVkcChKOdISyFtCQSUo0nxqCiWQmKyJjLDHRpquSKcFd/vIqadeq7nm1fluvNK7yOopwDCdwBi5cQANuoAktIJDAM7zCm/VkvVjv1sditGDlO0fwB9bnD3Z8kvk=</latexit>

wc
2

…) + =

T( )( )(
<latexit sha1_base64="+nnGBbVTws3WiLk//oIke3dz5zg=">AAAB6nicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHYNUY9ELx4xyiOBlcwOA0yYnV1nek3Ihk/w4kFjvPpF3vwbB9iDgpV0UqnqTndXEEth0HW/ndzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9omCjRjNdZJCPdCqjhUiheR4GSt2LNaRhI3gxG11O/+cS1EZG6x3HM/ZAOlOgLRtFKd82Hx26x5JbdGcgy8TJSggy1bvGr04tYEnKFTFJj2p4bo59SjYJJPil0EsNjykZ0wNuWKhpy46ezUyfkxCo90o+0LYVkpv6eSGlozDgMbGdIcWgWvan4n9dOsH/pp0LFCXLF5ov6iSQYkenfpCc0ZyjHllCmhb2VsCHVlKFNp2BD8BZfXiaNs7J3Xq7cVkrVqyyOPBzBMZyCBxdQhRuoQR0YDOAZXuHNkc6L8+58zFtzTjZzCH/gfP4AO9ONxw==</latexit>

W q<latexit sha1_base64="96yVmSERdelJpxyf/KzzprrdSQo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi+Clov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTROnmvEGi2Ws2wE1XArFGyhQ8naiOY0CyVvB6Gbqt564NiJWjzhOuB/RgRKhYBSt9HDXG/bKFbfqzkCWiZeTCuSo98pf3X7M0ogrZJIa0/HcBP2MahRM8kmpmxqeUDaiA96xVNGIGz+bnTohJ1bpkzDWthSSmfp7IqORMeMosJ0RxaFZ9Kbif14nxfDKz4RKUuSKzReFqSQYk+nfpC80ZyjHllCmhb2VsCHVlKFNp2RD8BZfXibNs6p3UT2/P6/UrvM4inAEx3AKHlxCDW6hDg1gMIBneIU3RzovzrvzMW8tOPnMIfyB8/kDHWyNsw==</latexit>

Kh

<latexit sha1_base64="RES38Sx4VK2fVEl7whFWiS+gno4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8eK9gPaWDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6jhVDBssFrFqB1Sj4BIbhhuB7UQhjQKBrWB0M/VbT6g0j+WDGSfoR3QgecgZNVa6bz0Oe+WKW3VnIMvEy0kFctR75a9uP2ZphNIwQbXueG5i/Iwqw5nASambakwoG9EBdiyVNELtZ7NTJ+TEKn0SxsqWNGSm/p7IaKT1OApsZ0TNUC96U/E/r5Oa8MrPuExSg5LNF4WpICYm079JnytkRowtoUxxeythQ6ooMzadkg3BW3x5mTTPqt5F9fzuvFK7zuMowhEcwyl4cAk1uIU6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8uL42+</latexit>

Wh <latexit sha1_base64="OZMT0z7jfSIcEqKtNIBCWWMshm8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi+Clov2ANpTNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY3Uz91hMqzWP5aMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2VHu56rFeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCa/8jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOpdVM/vzyu16zyOIhzBMZyCB5dQg1uoQwMYDOAZXuHNEc6L8+58zFsLTj5zCH/gfP4AFdiNrg==</latexit>

Kc

<latexit sha1_base64="MuGjoy46KubO8mT2WI8luD4hxaY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8eK9gPaWDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80TZxqxhsslrFuB9RwKRRvoEDJ24nmNAokbwWjm6nfeuLaiFg94DjhfkQHSoSCUbTSfeuR9coVt+rOQJaJl5MK5Kj3yl/dfszSiCtkkhrT8dwE/YxqFEzySambGp5QNqID3rFU0YgbP5udOiEnVumTMNa2FJKZ+nsio5Ex4yiwnRHFoVn0puJ/XifF8MrPhEpS5IrNF4WpJBiT6d+kLzRnKMeWUKaFvZWwIdWUoU2nZEPwFl9eJs2zqndRPb87r9Su8ziKcATHcAoeXEINbqEODWAwgGd4hTdHOi/Ou/Mxby04+cwh/IHz+QMmm425</latexit>

W c <latexit sha1_base64="G5Hru8oWY0Yg1MvOntDF631Y82s=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduBovgqiQi6rLoxmUF+4AmlJvJtB06mYSZiRBC/RU3LhRx64e482+ctFlo64FhDufcy5w5QcKZ0o7zbVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf0D+/Coq+JUEtohMY9lPwBFORO0o5nmtJ9IClHAaS+Y3hZ+75FKxWLxoLOE+hGMBRsxAtpIQ7vuBTEPVRaZK/eAJxOYDe2G03TmwKvELUkDlWgP7S8vjEkaUaEJB6UGrpNoPwepGeF0VvNSRRMgUxjTgaECIqr8fB5+hk+NEuJRLM0RGs/V3xs5RKrIZyYj0BO17BXif94g1aNrP2ciSTUVZPHQKOVYx7hoAodMUqJ5ZggQyUxWTCYggWjTV82U4C5/eZV0z5vuZfPi/qLRuinrqKJjdILOkIuuUAvdoTbqIIIy9Ixe0Zv1ZL1Y79bHYrRilTt19AfW5w+PZZVf</latexit>↵

<latexit sha1_base64="+nnGBbVTws3WiLk//oIke3dz5zg=">AAAB6nicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHYNUY9ELx4xyiOBlcwOA0yYnV1nek3Ihk/w4kFjvPpF3vwbB9iDgpV0UqnqTndXEEth0HW/ndzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9omCjRjNdZJCPdCqjhUiheR4GSt2LNaRhI3gxG11O/+cS1EZG6x3HM/ZAOlOgLRtFKd82Hx26x5JbdGcgy8TJSggy1bvGr04tYEnKFTFJj2p4bo59SjYJJPil0EsNjykZ0wNuWKhpy46ezUyfkxCo90o+0LYVkpv6eSGlozDgMbGdIcWgWvan4n9dOsH/pp0LFCXLF5ov6iSQYkenfpCc0ZyjHllCmhb2VsCHVlKFNp2BD8BZfXiaNs7J3Xq7cVkrVqyyOPBzBMZyCBxdQhRuoQR0YDOAZXuHNkc6L8+58zFtzTjZzCH/gfP4AO9ONxw==</latexit>

W q

) + =

T( )( …)(
<latexit sha1_base64="96yVmSERdelJpxyf/KzzprrdSQo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi+Clov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTROnmvEGi2Ws2wE1XArFGyhQ8naiOY0CyVvB6Gbqt564NiJWjzhOuB/RgRKhYBSt9HDXG/bKFbfqzkCWiZeTCuSo98pf3X7M0ogrZJIa0/HcBP2MahRM8kmpmxqeUDaiA96xVNGIGz+bnTohJ1bpkzDWthSSmfp7IqORMeMosJ0RxaFZ9Kbif14nxfDKz4RKUuSKzReFqSQYk+nfpC80ZyjHllCmhb2VsCHVlKFNp2RD8BZfXibNs6p3UT2/P6/UrvM4inAEx3AKHlxCDW6hDg1gMIBneIU3RzovzrvzMW8tOPnMIfyB8/kDHWyNsw==</latexit>

Kh

<latexit sha1_base64="RES38Sx4VK2fVEl7whFWiS+gno4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8eK9gPaWDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6jhVDBssFrFqB1Sj4BIbhhuB7UQhjQKBrWB0M/VbT6g0j+WDGSfoR3QgecgZNVa6bz0Oe+WKW3VnIMvEy0kFctR75a9uP2ZphNIwQbXueG5i/Iwqw5nASambakwoG9EBdiyVNELtZ7NTJ+TEKn0SxsqWNGSm/p7IaKT1OApsZ0TNUC96U/E/r5Oa8MrPuExSg5LNF4WpICYm079JnytkRowtoUxxeythQ6ooMzadkg3BW3x5mTTPqt5F9fzuvFK7zuMowhEcwyl4cAk1uIU6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8uL42+</latexit>

Wh <latexit sha1_base64="OZMT0z7jfSIcEqKtNIBCWWMshm8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi+Clov2ANpTNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY3Uz91hMqzWP5aMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2VHu56rFeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCa/8jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOpdVM/vzyu16zyOIhzBMZyCB5dQg1uoQwMYDOAZXuHNEc6L8+58zFsLTj5zCH/gfP4AFdiNrg==</latexit>

Kc

<latexit sha1_base64="MuGjoy46KubO8mT2WI8luD4hxaY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8eK9gPaWDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80TZxqxhsslrFuB9RwKRRvoEDJ24nmNAokbwWjm6nfeuLaiFg94DjhfkQHSoSCUbTSfeuR9coVt+rOQJaJl5MK5Kj3yl/dfszSiCtkkhrT8dwE/YxqFEzySambGp5QNqID3rFU0YgbP5udOiEnVumTMNa2FJKZ+nsio5Ex4yiwnRHFoVn0puJ/XifF8MrPhEpS5IrNF4WpJBiT6d+kLzRnKMeWUKaFvZWwIdWUoU2nZEPwFl9eJs2zqndRPb87r9Su8ziKcATHcAoeXEINbqEODWAwgGd4hTdHOi/Ou/Mxby04+cwh/IHz+QMmm425</latexit>

W c <latexit sha1_base64="G5Hru8oWY0Yg1MvOntDF631Y82s=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduBovgqiQi6rLoxmUF+4AmlJvJtB06mYSZiRBC/RU3LhRx64e482+ctFlo64FhDufcy5w5QcKZ0o7zbVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf0D+/Coq+JUEtohMY9lPwBFORO0o5nmtJ9IClHAaS+Y3hZ+75FKxWLxoLOE+hGMBRsxAtpIQ7vuBTEPVRaZK/eAJxOYDe2G03TmwKvELUkDlWgP7S8vjEkaUaEJB6UGrpNoPwepGeF0VvNSRRMgUxjTgaECIqr8fB5+hk+NEuJRLM0RGs/V3xs5RKrIZyYj0BO17BXif94g1aNrP2ciSTUVZPHQKOVYx7hoAodMUqJ5ZggQyUxWTCYggWjTV82U4C5/eZV0z5vuZfPi/qLRuinrqKJjdILOkIuuUAvdoTbqIIIy9Ixe0Zv1ZL1Y79bHYrRilTt19AfW5w+PZZVf</latexit>↵

Efficient Target Attention

CP-GSU

ESU

<latexit sha1_base64="LPmTpl832Q3hUcD8uMQu63tCu9M=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKUI9BL4KXBMwDkiXMTnqTMbOzy8ysEEK+wIsHRbz6Sd78GyfJHjSxoKGo6qa7K0gE18Z1v53c2vrG5lZ+u7Czu7d/UDw8auo4VQwbLBaxagdUo+ASG4Ybge1EIY0Cga1gdDvzW0+oNI/lgxkn6Ed0IHnIGTVWqt/3iiW37M5BVomXkRJkqPWKX91+zNIIpWGCat3x3MT4E6oMZwKnhW6qMaFsRAfYsVTSCLU/mR86JWdW6ZMwVrakIXP198SERlqPo8B2RtQM9bI3E//zOqkJr/0Jl0lqULLFojAVxMRk9jXpc4XMiLEllClubyVsSBVlxmZTsCF4yy+vkuZF2bssV+qVUvUmiyMPJ3AK5+DBFVThDmrQAAYIz/AKb86j8+K8Ox+L1pyTzRzDHzifP6TzjNg=</latexit>

K
<latexit sha1_base64="G5Hru8oWY0Yg1MvOntDF631Y82s=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduBovgqiQi6rLoxmUF+4AmlJvJtB06mYSZiRBC/RU3LhRx64e482+ctFlo64FhDufcy5w5QcKZ0o7zbVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf0D+/Coq+JUEtohMY9lPwBFORO0o5nmtJ9IClHAaS+Y3hZ+75FKxWLxoLOE+hGMBRsxAtpIQ7vuBTEPVRaZK/eAJxOYDe2G03TmwKvELUkDlWgP7S8vjEkaUaEJB6UGrpNoPwepGeF0VvNSRRMgUxjTgaECIqr8fB5+hk+NEuJRLM0RGs/V3xs5RKrIZyYj0BO17BXif94g1aNrP2ciSTUVZPHQKOVYx7hoAodMUqJ5ZggQyUxWTCYggWjTV82U4C5/eZV0z5vuZfPi/qLRuinrqKJjdILOkIuuUAvdoTbqIIIy9Ixe0Zv1ZL1Y79bHYrRilTt19AfW5w+PZZVf</latexit>↵

<latexit sha1_base64="XlUYLc2Y/ZhhBlYjYTriFdi8al8=">AAAB6nicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHYNUY9ELx4xyiOBlcwOszBhdnYz00tCCJ/gxYPGePWLvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIJHCoOt+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geHjUMHGqGa+zWMa6FVDDpVC8jgIlbyWa0yiQvBkMb2d+c8S1EbF6xHHC/Yj2lQgFo2ilh+bTqFssuWV3DrJKvIyUIEOtW/zq9GKWRlwhk9SYtucm6E+oRsEknxY6qeEJZUPa521LFY248SfzU6fkzCo9EsbalkIyV39PTGhkzDgKbGdEcWCWvZn4n9dOMbz2J0IlKXLFFovCVBKMyexv0hOaM5RjSyjTwt5K2IBqytCmU7AheMsvr5LGRdm7LFfuK6XqTRZHHk7gFM7Bgyuowh3UoA4M+vAMr/DmSOfFeXc+Fq05J5s5hj9wPn8AQ2eNzA==</latexit>

W v
<latexit sha1_base64="xSGQ7RBvJNlI6mzYeV/10iK5B/U=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKqMegF48RzAOSJczO9iZD5rHMzAphyWd48aCIV7/Gm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHdFKWfG+v63V1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0dtozJNoUUVV7obEQOcSWhZZjl0Uw1ERBw60fhu5neeQBum5KOdpBAKMpQsYZRYJ/X6WuQjIPEgmA6qNb/uz4FXSVCQGirQHFS/+rGimQBpKSfG9AI/tWFOtGWUw7TSzwykhI7JEHqOSiLAhPn85Ck+c0qME6VdSYvn6u+JnAhjJiJynYLYkVn2ZuJ/Xi+zyU2YM5lmFiRdLEoyjq3Cs/9xzDRQyyeOEKqZuxXTEdGEWpdSxYUQLL+8StoX9eCqfvlwWWvcFnGU0Qk6RecoQNeoge5RE7UQRQo9o1f05lnvxXv3PhatJa+YOUZ/4H3+AEw8kUY=</latexit>

head1

=… ( )T( )<latexit sha1_base64="/rWQM92mqrddB3tZ/x0DqxZ9SjM=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKqMegF48RzQOyIcxOZpMh81hmZsWw5De8eFDEqz/jzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruihDNjff/bK6ysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOmUakmtEEUV7odYUM5k7RhmeW0nWiKRcRpKxrdTP3WI9WGKflgxwntCjyQLGYEWyeFoRbZvYqtwE+TXrniV/0Z0DIJclKBHPVe+SvsK5IKKi3h2JhO4Ce2m2FtGeF0UgpTQxNMRnhAO45KLKjpZrObJ+jEKX0UK+1KWjRTf09kWBgzFpHrFNgOzaI3Ff/zOqmNr7oZk0lqqSTzRXHKkVVoGgDqM02J5WNHMNHM3YrIEGtMrIup5EIIFl9eJs2zanBRPb87r9Su8ziKcATHcAoBXEINbqEODSCQwDO8wpuXei/eu/cxby14+cwh/IH3+QOZH5IQ</latexit>

Softmax

<latexit sha1_base64="IdrteJOlaYswGvTNFJvp+SK2OOw=">AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKqMeiF48V7Qe0a8mm2TY0myxJVihLf4IXD4p49Rd589+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJoIb63nfqLCyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aRqWasgZVQul2SAwTXLKG5VawdqIZiUPBWuHoZuq3npg2XMkHO05YEJOB5BGnxDrpvvWoeuWKV/VmwMvEz0kFctR75a9uX9E0ZtJSQYzp+F5ig4xoy6lgk1I3NSwhdEQGrOOoJDEzQTY7dYJPnNLHkdKupMUz9fdERmJjxnHoOmNih2bRm4r/eZ3URldBxmWSWibpfFGUCmwVnv6N+1wzasXYEUI1d7diOiSaUOvSKbkQ/MWXl0nzrOpfVM/vziu16zyOIhzBMZyCD5dQg1uoQwMoDOAZXuENCfSC3tHHvLWA8plD+AP0+QM4y43F</latexit>

W o

=)( , , ,

<latexit sha1_base64="xSGQ7RBvJNlI6mzYeV/10iK5B/U=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKqMegF48RzAOSJczO9iZD5rHMzAphyWd48aCIV7/Gm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHdFKWfG+v63V1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0dtozJNoUUVV7obEQOcSWhZZjl0Uw1ERBw60fhu5neeQBum5KOdpBAKMpQsYZRYJ/X6WuQjIPEgmA6qNb/uz4FXSVCQGirQHFS/+rGimQBpKSfG9AI/tWFOtGWUw7TSzwykhI7JEHqOSiLAhPn85Ck+c0qME6VdSYvn6u+JnAhjJiJynYLYkVn2ZuJ/Xi+zyU2YM5lmFiRdLEoyjq3Cs/9xzDRQyyeOEKqZuxXTEdGEWpdSxYUQLL+8StoX9eCqfvlwWWvcFnGU0Qk6RecoQNeoge5RE7UQRQo9o1f05lnvxXv3PhatJa+YOUZ/4H3+AEw8kUY=</latexit>

head1
<latexit sha1_base64="5bqWpmwE6By8jpv5eUWowwGHJlM=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKUY9FLx4r2A9IQ9lsNu3S3WzY3Qgl9Gd48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcqZNq777ZQ2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJV8tMEdohkkvVD7GmnCW0Y5jhtJ8qikXIaS+c3M393hNVmsnk0UxTGgg8SljMCDZW8gdK5GOKo2FjNqzW3Lq7AFonXkFqUKA9rH4NIkkyQRNDONba99zUBDlWhhFOZ5VBpmmKyQSPqG9pggXVQb44eYYurBKhWCpbiUEL9fdEjoXWUxHaToHNWK96c/E/z89MfBPkLEkzQxOyXBRnHBmJ5v+jiClKDJ9agoli9lZExlhhYmxKFRuCt/ryOuk26t5VvfnQrLVuizjKcAbncAkeXEML7qENHSAg4Rle4c0xzovz7nwsW0tOMXMKf+B8/gBNwZFH</latexit>

head2
<latexit sha1_base64="ci0Rl4ydiNvNKUUuM5dyIPr2OKU=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0qMeiF48V7AekoWw2k3bpbjbsboQS+jO8eFDEq7/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOVMG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoo2WmKLSp5FL1QqKBswTahhkOvVQBESGHbji+m/ndJ1CayeTRTFIIBBkmLGaUGCv5fSXyEZBocDkdVGtu3Z0DrxKvIDVUoDWofvUjSTMBiaGcaO17bmqCnCjDKIdppZ9pSAkdkyH4liZEgA7y+clTfGaVCMdS2UoMnqu/J3IitJ6I0HYKYkZ62ZuJ/3l+ZuKbIGdJmhlI6GJRnHFsJJ79jyOmgBo+sYRQxeytmI6IItTYlCo2BG/55VXSuah7V/XGQ6PWvC3iKKMTdIrOkYeuURPdoxZqI4okekav6M0xzovz7nwsWktOMXOM/sD5/AFPRpFI</latexit>

head3
<latexit sha1_base64="QjvRVttyEFrzsBLTPlDfe+vCHQI=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0J6jHoxWME84BkCbOzs8mQeSwzvUJY8hlePCji1a/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1RKrgF3//21tY3Nre2Szvl3b39g8PK0XHb6sxQ1qJaaNONiGWCK9YCDoJ1U8OIjATrROO7md95YsZyrR5hkrJQkqHiCacEnNTrG5mPGIkH9emgUvVr/hx4lQQFqaICzUHlqx9rmkmmgApibS/wUwhzYoBTwablfmZZSuiYDFnPUUUks2E+P3mKz50S40QbVwrwXP09kRNp7URGrlMSGNllbyb+5/UySG7CnKs0A6boYlGSCQwaz/7HMTeMgpg4Qqjh7lZMR8QQCi6lsgshWH55lbQva8FVrf5QrzZuizhK6BSdoQsUoGvUQPeoiVqIIo2e0St688B78d69j0XrmlfMnKA/8D5/AFDLkUk=</latexit>

head4

<latexit sha1_base64="f1IUOcImxK1GqxsRkS9rOIZgdwU=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjNS1GWxG5cV7APaoWTSTBuax5DcEcrQz3DjQhG3fo07/8a0nYW2HgicnHMv994TJYJb8P1vr7CxubW9U9wt7e0fHB6Vj0/aVqeGshbVQptuRCwTXLEWcBCsmxhGZCRYJ5o05n7niRnLtXqEacJCSUaKx5wScFKvb2TW0Mr9ZoNyxa/6C+B1EuSkgnI0B+Wv/lDTVDIFVBBre4GfQJgRA5wKNiv1U8sSQidkxHqOKiKZDbPFyjN84ZQhjrVxTwFeqL87MiKtncrIVUoCY7vqzcX/vF4K8W2YcZWkwBRdDopTgUHj+f14yA2jIKaOEGq42xXTMTGEgkup5EIIVk9eJ+2ranBdrT3UKvW7PI4iOkPn6BIF6AbV0T1qohaiSKNn9IrePPBevHfvY1la8PKeU/QH3ucPneCRfA==</latexit>

Concat
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index

…

<latexit sha1_base64="tmS9qh1fHLOKCF5YVbEDjZvnALQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz0oPtev1xxq+4cZJV4OalAjka//NUbxCyNUBomqNZdz02Mn1FlOBM4LfVSjQllYzrErqWSRqj9bH7qlJxZZUDCWNmShszV3xMZjbSeRIHtjKgZ6WVvJv7ndVMTXvsZl0lqULLFojAVxMRk9jcZcIXMiIkllClubyVsRBVlxqZTsiF4yy+vktZF1bus1u5rlfpNHkcRTuAUzsGDK6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwAHAI2k</latexit>s1
<latexit sha1_base64="n6/W1KPfxCc6g5FHRqeg8V9bvKI=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKUY9FLx4r2lpoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgbjm5n/+IRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOle92v9csVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj2y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14ZWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmnXqt5FtX5XrzSu8ziKcAKncA4eXEIDbqEJLWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMIhI2l</latexit>s2

<latexit sha1_base64="p+mBfq3aLj8X/uQrrX3Jq9WCoHI=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mVUj0WvehFKvRL2qVk02wbmmSXJCuUpb/CiwdFvPpzvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdbye3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+PWjpKFKFNEvFIdQKsKWeSNg0znHZiRbEIOG0H45uZ336iSrNINswkpr7AQ8lCRrCx0mNPibTRvruf9oslt+zOgVaJl5ESZKj3i1+9QUQSQaUhHGvd9dzY+ClWhhFOp4VeommMyRgPaddSiQXVfjo/eIrOrDJAYaRsSYPm6u+JFAutJyKwnQKbkV72ZuJ/Xjcx4ZWfMhknhkqyWBQmHJkIzb5HA6YoMXxiCSaK2VsRGWGFibEZFWwI3vLLq6R1Ufaq5cpDpVS7zuLIwwmcwjl4cAk1uIU6NIGAgGd4hTdHOS/Ou/OxaM052cwx/IHz+QOmdZBS</latexit>

TWIN

<latexit sha1_base64="c8xZrMxG/k0bEMm//VvHs4YGeZc=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwVRIp6rLoxmUF+4Amlsl00g6dTOLMTaGE/okbF4q49U/c+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uWdOkAiuwXG+rdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39gHx61dZwqylo0FrHqBkQzwSVrAQfBuoliJAoE6wTj29zvTJjSPJYPME2YH5Gh5CGnBIzUt20vIjAKQpw9PXoQJ7O+XXVqzhx4lbgFqaICzb795Q1imkZMAhVE657rJOBnRAGngs0qXqpZQuiYDFnPUEkipv1snnyGz4wywGGszJOA5+rvjYxEWk+jwEzmOfWyl4v/eb0Uwms/4zJJgUm6OBSmAkOM8xrwgCtGQUwNIVRxkxXTEVGEgimrYkpwl7+8StoXNfeyVr+vVxs3RR1ldIJO0Tly0RVqoDvURC1E0QQ9o1f0ZmXWi/VufSxGS1axc4z+wPr8AbQZk7g=</latexit>

q>

<latexit sha1_base64="c8xZrMxG/k0bEMm//VvHs4YGeZc=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwVRIp6rLoxmUF+4Amlsl00g6dTOLMTaGE/okbF4q49U/c+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uWdOkAiuwXG+rdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39gHx61dZwqylo0FrHqBkQzwSVrAQfBuoliJAoE6wTj29zvTJjSPJYPME2YH5Gh5CGnBIzUt20vIjAKQpw9PXoQJ7O+XXVqzhx4lbgFqaICzb795Q1imkZMAhVE657rJOBnRAGngs0qXqpZQuiYDFnPUEkipv1snnyGz4wywGGszJOA5+rvjYxEWk+jwEzmOfWyl4v/eb0Uwms/4zJJgUm6OBSmAkOM8xrwgCtGQUwNIVRxkxXTEVGEgimrYkpwl7+8StoXNfeyVr+vVxs3RR1ldIJO0Tly0RVqoDvURC1E0QQ9o1f0ZmXWi/VufSxGS1axc4z+wPr8AbQZk7g=</latexit>

q>

index
index

…

<latexit sha1_base64="nlyDZmwaMbfnrHsg9bzUtp2INa4=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqexKUY9FLx4r2A/oriWbTtvQJBuSrFCW/g0vHhTx6p/x5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvVpwZ6/vfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx61TJJqCk2a8ER3YmKAMwlNyyyHjtJARMyhHY9vZ377CbRhiXywEwWRIEPJBowS66TQ9LLgMVSaCZj2yhW/6s+BV0mQkwrK0eiVv8J+QlMB0lJOjOkGvrJRRrRllMO0FKYGFKFjMoSuo5IIMFE2v3mKz5zSx4NEu5IWz9XfExkRxkxE7DoFsSOz7M3E/7xuagfXUcakSi1Iulg0SDm2CZ4FgPtMA7V84gihmrlbMR0RTah1MZVcCMHyy6ukdVENLqu1+1qlfpPHUUQn6BSdowBdoTq6Qw3URBQp9Ixe0ZuXei/eu/exaC14+cwx+gPv8wcx/pHN</latexit>s10
<latexit sha1_base64="idEL3MZsEt2xTVciSmcjuddy64Y=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KrulqMeiF48V7Ad015JN0zY0yYYkK5Slf8OLB0W8+me8+W9M2z1o64OBx3szzMyLFWfG+v63t7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo5bJkk1oU2S8ER3YmwoZ5I2LbOcdpSmWMSctuPx7cxvP1FtWCIf7ETRSOChZANGsHVSaHpZ9TFUmgk67ZXKfsWfA62SICdlyNHolb7CfkJSQaUlHBvTDXxlowxrywin02KYGqowGeMh7ToqsaAmyuY3T9G5U/pokGhX0qK5+nsiw8KYiYhdp8B2ZJa9mfif103t4DrKmFSppZIsFg1SjmyCZgGgPtOUWD5xBBPN3K2IjLDGxLqYii6EYPnlVdKqVoLLSu2+Vq7f5HEU4BTO4AICuII63EEDmkBAwTO8wpuXei/eu/exaF3z8pkT+APv8wczipHO</latexit>s20

<latexit sha1_base64="4hhMh7GdPFiuEa4KE7yrDDRm8kw=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXKCOLRYXEVCUIAWMFC2OR6ENqospxnNaq40T2DaKK+issDCDEyo+w8Tc4bQZoOZLlo3PulY9PkAquwXG+rcra+sbmVnW7trO7t39gH9a7OskUZR2aiET1A6KZ4JJ1gINg/VQxEgeC9YLJbeH3HpnSPJEPME2ZH5OR5BGnBIw0tOtekIhQT2Nz5V7AgMyGdsNpOnPgVeKWpIFKtIf2lxcmNIuZBCqI1gPXScHPiQJOBZvVvEyzlNAJGbGBoZLETPv5PPsMnxolxFGizJGA5+rvjZzEuohnJmMCY73sFeJ/3iCD6NrPuUwzYJIuHooygSHBRRE45IpREFNDCFXcZMV0TBShYOqqmRLc5S+vku55071sXtxfNFo3ZR1VdIxO0Bly0RVqoTvURh1E0RN6Rq/ozZpZL9a79bEYrVjlzhH6A+vzB8IJlOs=</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="4hhMh7GdPFiuEa4KE7yrDDRm8kw=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXKCOLRYXEVCUIAWMFC2OR6ENqospxnNaq40T2DaKK+issDCDEyo+w8Tc4bQZoOZLlo3PulY9PkAquwXG+rcra+sbmVnW7trO7t39gH9a7OskUZR2aiET1A6KZ4JJ1gINg/VQxEgeC9YLJbeH3HpnSPJEPME2ZH5OR5BGnBIw0tOtekIhQT2Nz5V7AgMyGdsNpOnPgVeKWpIFKtIf2lxcmNIuZBCqI1gPXScHPiQJOBZvVvEyzlNAJGbGBoZLETPv5PPsMnxolxFGizJGA5+rvjZzEuohnJmMCY73sFeJ/3iCD6NrPuUwzYJIuHooygSHBRRE45IpREFNDCFXcZMV0TBShYOqqmRLc5S+vku55071sXtxfNFo3ZR1VdIxO0Bly0RVqoTvURh1E0RN6Rq/ozZpZL9a79bEYrVjlzhH6A+vzB8IJlOs=</latexit>

�

multi-head mechanism

<latexit sha1_base64="T92fw6NqSvbuD0KicRQTjLcyQQ4=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoJVgETyWRoh6LXjxWsB/QhLDZbNqlm03c3Qg15Jd48aCIV3+KN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcqoVLb9bVTW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf26eXDYk0kmMOnihCViECBJGOWkq6hiZJAKguKAkX4wuZn5/UciJE34vZqmxIvRiNOIYqS05Jt1N4hyVz4IlYf+pCh8s2E37TmsVeKUpAElOr755YYJzmLCFWZIyqFjp8rLkVAUM1LU3EySFOEJGpGhphzFRHr5/PDCOtVKaEWJ0MWVNVd/T+QolnIaB7ozRmosl72Z+J83zFR05eWUp5kiHC8WRRmzVGLNUrBCKghWbKoJwoLqWy08RgJhpbOq6RCc5ZdXSe+86Vw0W3etRvu6jKMKx3ACZ+DAJbThFjrQBQwZPMMrvBlPxovxbnwsWitGOXMEf2B8/gCR+ZOy</latexit>p
dk
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Figure 2: TWIN in Kuaishou’s CTR prediction system. Different from conventional two-stage behavior modeling algorithms,
TWIN adopts identical target-behavior relevance metric in CP-GSU and ESU, including not only identical network architecture
(shown in the left) but also identical parameter values (shown in the middle bottom). This is challenging since MHTA was
designed with high computational cost and thus only applicable to ESU (with 100 behaviors), not to CP-GSU (with 104 behaviors).
We address this challenge by proposing: 1). efficient feature split and projection strategies that process item inherent features
and user-item cross features in different manners (shown in the right bottom); 2). simplified target attention architecture that
accelerates the efficiency of target attention through compressing cross features into bias terms (shown in the left).

aim to speed up transformer (e.g., LISA[28]). They approximate the
relevance score calculation by mapping behaviors to codebooks
and looking up the distance. While our work, as well as many other
two-stage algorithms, uses exact distance calculation but reduces
the number of behaviors using GSU as the pre-filter.

3 TWIN IN KUAISHOU CTR PREDICTION
At the beginning, we first review the general preliminaries of the
CTR prediction problem in Section 3.1. Then we describe the model
architecture of our CTR prediction system in Kuaishou in Section
3.2. We further dig into details of our proposed consistency-preserved
lifelong user behavior modeling module, named TWo-stage Interest
Network (TWIN), in Section 3.3. Finally, we introduce essential
accelerating strategies which guarantee the successful online de-
ployment of TWIN on the main traffic of Kuaishou in Section 3.4.
The notations used are summarized in Table 2.

3.1 Preliminaries
The aim of CTR prediction is to predict the probability that a user
would 𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑘 an item given specific contexts. Accurate CTR prediction
not only lifts the user experience by serving preferred contents,
but also benefits the business effectiveness of content producers
and platforms by reaching interested audiences. Consequently, CTR
prediction has become the core component in various industrial RSs,
especially short video recommendation platforms like Kuaishou.

CTR prediction is usually formulated as a binary classification
problem, where the goal is to learn a predictor function 𝑓 : R𝑑 → R
given a training dataset D = {(x1, 𝑦1), ..., (x |D | , 𝑦 |D | )}. Specif-
ically, xi ∈ Rd is the feature vector of the 𝑖-th training sample
(namely, the concatenation of the user, item and contexts features),

and 𝑦𝑖 ∈ {0, 1} is the ground truth label denoting whether the user
clicks (1) the item or not (0). The predicted CTR is calculated as:

𝑦𝑖 = 𝜎 (𝑓 (x𝑖 )) . (1)

𝜎 (·) is the sigmoid function that scales the prediction of 𝑓 to (0, 1).
The model is trained by minimizing the negative log-likelihood:

ℓ (D) = − 1
|D|

|D |∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑦𝑖 log(𝑦𝑖 ) + (1 − 𝑦𝑖 ) log(1 − 𝑦𝑖 ). (2)

For conciseness, we omit the training sample index 𝑖 in the following
sections when no confusion is caused.

3.2 The Architecture of the CTR Prediction
We now illustrate the architecture of our CTR prediction system at
Kuaishou. Details are shown in Figure 2.

3.2.1 The Embedding Layer. At the bottom, out model starts from a
feature embedding layer that transforms raw features of a training
sample to embedding vectors.

Without loss of generality, we assume that all features are in the
categorical form after essential pre-processing. For a feature𝐴 with
vocabulary size 𝑣𝐴 , we first encode the categorical information into
a one-hot / multi-hot code xA,hot ∈ {0, 1}𝑣𝐴 . For example,

WeekDay=Mon =⇒ xWeekDay, hot = [1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]⊤,
Topic={Funny, Pet} =⇒ xTopic, hot = [..., 0, 1, 0, ..., 0, 1, 0...]⊤.

Note that in most industrial systems, the vocabulary size (especially
that of user / author / video ids) can easily scale to hundreds of
millions. Thus, a common strategy is to transform the extreme high
dimensional hot codes to low dimensional embeddings,

xA,emb = 𝐸𝐴xA,hot, (3)
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where 𝐸𝐴 ∈ R𝑑𝐴×𝑣𝐴 is the embedding dictionary of 𝐴, and 𝑑𝐴 is
the embedding dimension. In our system, we set the embedding
dimension to 64 for id features with large vocabulary, and to 8 for
others, such as video topic, video played timestamp.

In all the upper layers, we take the embedding vectors as input
and thus omit the subscript “emb” for conciseness.

3.2.2 The Deep Networks. The overall architecture of our CTR
prediction is shown in Figure 2. The upper module, consisting of
stacked neural networks and ReLUs, acts as a mixer that learns the
interaction between the outputs of three intermediate modules:
• TWIN, the proposed consistency-preserved life-long user behav-
ior modeling module, extracts user interest through two cascad-
ing stages of behavior modeling sub-modules: 1). Consistency-
Preserved General Search Unit (CP-GSU) which performs a
coarse search for 100 most relevant behaviors from tens of thou-
sands of long term historical behaviors; 2). Exact Search Unit
(ESU) which adopts an attentionmechanism over the 100 finalists
of CP-GSU to capture the exact user interest.
Different from conventional algorithms that usually consist of a
“light” GSU and a “heavy” ESU, our proposed CP-GSU follows the
identical relevance evaluation metric as that of ESU, making the
two cascading stages TWINS. Consequently, CP-GSU consistently
retrieves items that are considered important by ESU, maxmizing
the behavior modeling effectiveness.

• Short-term behavior modeling which extracts user interests
from the 50 most recent behaviors. This module focuses on the
user’s short term interest in the latest few days, and acts as a
strong complement to TWIN.

• Others Task Modelings. Besides behavior modeling, we also
concatenate the outputs of various other task modelings, which
model the user’s gender, age, occupation, location, the video’s
duration, topic, popularity, quality, and contexts features such as
the played date, timestamp, page position, etc.

3.3 TWIN: TWo-stage Interest Network
We name the proposed algorithm TWIN to highlight that CP-GSU
follows the identical relevance evaluation metric as that of ESU.
Note that this consistency is nontrivial because:
• Effective behavior modeling algorithms are usually based on
Multi-Head Target Attention (MHTA) [25], which precisely cap-
tures user interest by emphasising target relevant behaviors.
Unfortunately, due to the high computational complexity, the
applicable behavior sequence length of MHTA is mostly limited
to a few hundreds.

• To exhaustively capture user’s long-term interest, CP-GSU should
cover user behaviors in the last several months, which could
easily reach tens of thousands. This sequence length is far beyond
the capacity of conventional MHTA given the strict low latency
requirements of online systems.

This section aims to answer this key question: how to improve the
efficiency of MHTA so that we can extend it from ESU to CP-GSU,
or namely from a sequence length of hundreds to a sequence length
of at least tens of thousands?

3.3.1 Behavior Feature Splits and Linear Projection. Following the
standard notations of the MHTA [25], we define the features of a

length 𝐿 behavior sequence [𝑠1, 𝑠2, ..., 𝑠𝐿] as matrix 𝐾 , where each
row denotes the features of one behavior. In practice, the linear
projection of 𝐾 in the attention score computation of MHTA is the
key computational bottleneck that hinders the application of MHTA
on extremely-long user behavior sequences. We thus propose the
followings to reduce its complexity.

We first split the behavior features matrix 𝐾 into two parts,

𝐾 ≜
[
𝐾ℎ 𝐾𝑐

]
∈ R𝐿×(𝐻+𝐶 ) , (4)

We define 𝐾ℎ ∈ R𝐿×𝐻 as the inherent features of behavior items
(e.g. video id, author, topic, duration) which are independent of the
specific user / behavior sequence, and 𝐾𝑐 ∈ R𝐿×𝐶 as the user-item
cross features (e.g. user click timestamp, user play time, clicked page
position, user-video interactions). This split allows high efficient
computation of the following linear projection 𝐾ℎ𝑊 ℎ and 𝐾𝑐𝑊 𝑐 .

For the inherent features 𝐾ℎ , although the dimension 𝐻 is large
(64 for each id feature), the linear projection is actually not costly.
The inherent features of a specific item are shared across users /
behavior sequences. With essential caching strategies, 𝐾ℎ𝑊 ℎ could
be efficiently “calculated” by a look up and gathering procedure.
Details of online deployment will be introduced in Section 3.4.

For the user-item cross features 𝐾𝑐 , caching strategies are not
applicable because: 1). Cross features describe the interaction details
between a user and a video, thus not shared across users behavior
sequences. 2). Each user watches a video for at most once. Namely,
there is no duplicated computation in projecting cross features.
We thus reduce the computational cost by simplifying the linear
projection weight.

Given 𝐽 cross features, each with embedding dimension 8 (since
not id features with huge vocabulary size). We have 𝐶 = 8𝐽 . We
simplify the linear projection as follows,

𝐾𝑐𝑊
𝑐 ≜

[
𝐾𝑐,1w𝑐

1, ... , 𝐾𝑐,𝐽w𝑐
𝐽

]
, (5)

where 𝐾𝑐,𝑗 ∈ R𝐿×8 is a column-wise slice of 𝐾𝑐 for the 𝑗-th cross
feature, and w𝑐

𝑗
∈ R8 is its linear projection weight. Using this

simplified projection, we compress each cross feature into one
dimension, i.e., 𝐾𝑐𝑊 𝑐 ∈ R𝐿× 𝐽 . Note that this simplified projection
is equivalent to restricting𝑊 𝑐 to a diagonal block matrix.

3.3.2 Complexity Analysis. In the conventional MHTA, the time
complexity of linear projection of 𝐾 , namely from dimension 𝐿 ×
(𝐻 +𝐶) to 𝐿 × 𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑡 , is 𝑂 (𝐿 × (𝐻 +𝐶) × 𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑡 ).

While in our MHTA for TWIN, the item inherent features 𝐾ℎ𝑊 ℎ

is pre-computed and efficiently gathered in𝑂 (𝐿), which is indepen-
dent of the dimension 𝐻 . And the user-item cross features 𝐾𝑐𝑊 𝑐 is
reduced to low dimensional computation of 𝑂 (𝐿 ×𝐶).

Since 𝐶 ≪ 𝐻 , and 𝐶 ≪ 𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑡 , it is this theoretical acceleration
that allows the consistent implementation of MHTA in both CP-
GSU and ESU.

3.3.3 Target Attention in TWIN. Based on the linear projection
of behaviors 𝐾ℎ𝑊 ℎ and 𝐾𝑐𝑊 𝑐 , we now define the target-behavior
relevance metric that is used uniformly in both CP-GSU and ESU.

Without loss of generality, we assume that there has been no
interaction between the user and the target item and denote the
target item’s inherent features as q ∈ R𝐻 . With proper linear
projection𝑊 𝑞 , the relevance score 𝜶 ∈ R𝐿 between the target item
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Figure 3: The Deployment of TWIN in Online CTR Predic-
tion System. We propose essential precomputing & caching
strategies to reduce the key computational bottleneck, the
linear projection of 104 behaviors’ inherent features. With
proper frequency control, we cut off tailed videos and limit
the size of candidate video pool to 8 billion. As a result, the
inherent feature projector can cyclically refresh the linear
projection of all candidate videos every 15 minutes, minimiz-
ing the accuracy loss from caching. And the embedding server
which stores the projection of 8 billion candidate videos, can
cover 97% of the online requests and achieve satisfactory ef-
fectiveness given limited computational resources.

and the historical behaviors is calculated as:

𝜶 =
(𝐾ℎ𝑊 ℎ) (q⊤𝑊 𝑞)⊤

√
𝑑𝑘

+ (𝐾𝑐𝑊 𝑐 )𝜷, (6)

where 𝑑𝑘 is the dimension of projected query and key. This rele-
vance score is calculated by the inner product between the query,
i.e., the inherent features of the target, and the keys, i.e., the inherent
features of behaviors. Additionally, the cross features, since com-
pressed to 1 dimension, serve as bias terms. We use 𝜷 ∈ R𝐽 as the
learnable parameter for the relative importance of cross features.

In CP-GSU, this relevance score 𝜶 is used to cut-off the 𝐿 = 104
long-term historical behaviors to 100 most relevant ones. And in
ESU, we perform a weighted average pooling over the 100 finalists:

Attention(q⊤𝑊 𝑞, 𝐾ℎ𝑊
ℎ, 𝐾𝑐𝑊

𝑐 , 𝐾𝑊 𝑣) = Softmax(𝜶 )⊤𝐾𝑊 𝑣, (7)

where𝑊 𝑣 is a projection matrix. We slightly abuse the notation by
setting 𝐿 = 100. This projection 𝐾𝑊 𝑣 is only performed over 100
behaviors and thus can be conducted efficiently online. We do not
need to split 𝐾 as we did when computing 𝜶 for 104 behaviors.

To jointly attend to information from different representation
subspaces, we adopt 4 heads in our MHTA. Thus the final output
of TWIN is defined as

TWIN = Concat(head1, ..., head4)𝑊 𝑜 ,

head𝑎 = Attention(q⊤𝑊 𝑞
𝑎 , 𝐾ℎ𝑊

ℎ
𝑎 , 𝐾𝑐𝑊

𝑐
𝑎 , 𝐾𝑊

𝑣
𝑎 ), 𝑎 ∈ {1, ..., 4},

(8)

𝑊 𝑜 is a projection that learns relative importance between heads.

3.4 System Deployment
We deploy TWIN on the ranking system of Kuaishou, serving the
main traffic of 346 million daily active users. In this section, we

introduce our hands-on experience in the deployment. Details of
our system architecture is shown in Figure 3.

3.4.1 Training System. Our TWIN module is trained jointly with
the whole CTR prediction model on Kuaishou’s large-scale dis-
tributed nearline learning system.

Every day, hundreds of millions of users visit Kuaishou, watch
and interact with short videos, and leave 46 billion watch and inter-
action logs per day. Each log is collected, preprocessed in realtime
and used for model training in less than 8 minutes. This nearline
training system incrementally updates the model parameters using
the latest knowledge from user-video interactions that take place
in less than 8 minutes ago.

In addition, our message queue system continuously synchro-
nizes the latest parameter values from the training system to the
offline inferring and online serving systems, once every 5 minutes.
This synchronization ensures that the online CTR prediction service
is always based on the update-to-date model.

3.4.2 Offline Inferring. The offline inferring system aims to ac-
celerate the online serving by providing a lookup service. When
receiving lookup keys, a batch of video ids, this service returns the
lookup values, the corresponding projected inherent features in
concatenation, i.e. 𝐾ℎ𝑊 ℎ

𝑎 for all heads 𝑎 ∈ {1, ..., 4}.
Specifically, the offline inferring system consists of two parts. 1).

An inherent feature projector, which cyclically pre-computes the lin-
ear projection of inherent features using the latest embeddings and
TWIN parameters𝑊 ℎ

𝑎 synchronized from the training system.With
proper frequency control, this projector can refresh the projected
inherent features of an 8 billion scale candidate video pool every 15
minutes, minimizing the accuracy loss from caching 2). An embed-
ding server, which stores results of the inherent feature projector
into a key-value structure and provides the aforementioned key
lookup service. By cutting off tailed videos, the 8 billion keys can
cover 97% of online request, balancing efficiency and effectiveness.

3.4.3 Online Serving. Once a request is received, the online serv-
ing system queries the offline inferring system for the projected
inherent features 𝐾ℎ𝑊 ℎ

𝑎 , and calculates the other parts of Eq 6 in
realtime for the user-item relevance score 𝜶 . We then select 100
behaviors with the highest attention scores in 𝜶 and input the 100
to ESU. This design reduces the computational bottleneck of TWIN,
i.e., linear projection of 𝐾ℎ with 104 rows, by 99.3% in practice.

Note that ESU with only 100 behaviors is light enough for all cal-
culations to be conducted in realtime using up-to-date parameters
synchronized from the training system. As the result, the 𝐾ℎ𝑊 ℎ

calculated by ESU is slightly more up-to-date than that in CP-GSU,
which further lifts the performance of our TA mechanism.

With accelerated design, TWIN is successfully deployed on the
ranking system of Kuaishou, serving the main traffic of 346 million
active users, with a peak request of 30 million videos per second.

4 EXPERIMENT
In this section, we detail the offline and online experiments on real
industrial data to evaluate our proposed method with the purpose
of answering the following four research questions (RQs).
• RQ1: How does TWIN perform in the offline evaluations com-
pared to other SOTAs in lifelong user behavior modeling?
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Table 3: Statistics of the industrial dataset constructed on the
daily collected user logs from Kuaishou.

Data Field Size

Daily Log Info

Users 345.5 million
Videos 45.1 million
Samples 46.2 billion
Average User Actions 133.7 / day

Historical Behaviors Average User Behaviors 14.5 thousand
Max User Behaviors 100 thousand

• RQ2: How consistent can TWIN achieve, compared to other SO-
TAs? Or namely, why TWIN works?

• RQ3: How does the effectiveness of TWIN change as the length
of the user behavior sequence grows?

• RQ4:What are the effects of key components and different im-
plementations in the proposed method?

• RQ5: How does TWIN perform in real online RS?

4.1 Dataset
To evaluate TWIN in real-world situation for lifelong user behavior
modeling, we need a large scale CTR prediction dataset with rich
user historical behaviors that can ideally scale up to tens of thou-
sands behaviors per user. Unfortunately, existing public datasets
are either relatively small or lack of sufficient user historical behav-
iors. For example, in the widely used Amazon dataset [11, 13, 17]
each user has less than ten historical behaviors on average. In the
Taobao dataset [18, 19, 35–37] the average sequence length of user
behaviors is at most 500. We thus collect an industrial dataset from
Kuaishou, one of the top short-video sharing platforms in China.

We construct samples from daily user logs, with user’s click-
throughs as labels. As shown in Table 3, the size of daily active
users on Kuaishou is around 346 million. Every day 45 million short
videos are posted and these videos are played 46 billion times in
total. On average, each user watches 133.7 short videos per day.
To utilize rich behavior information, we collect full user historical
behaviors from older logs back to months ago. On average, each
user watched 14,500 videos in the past six months, which provides
models a testbed with fertile user historical behaviors to learn from.
We cutoff the maximum user behavior sequence length to 100,000,
which is about the annual total number of views for heavy users.

4.2 Baselines
To demonstrate effectiveness, we compare TWINwith the following
SOTA lifelong user behaviors modeling algorithms.
• Avg-Pooling, the average pooling of user lifelong behaviors.
• DIN [36], the most widely adopted approach for short-term be-
havior modeling, which leverages TA for target-specific interests.

• SIM Hard [19]. GSU selects behaviors from the same category
with the target item and ESU follows the TA in DIN. In our
scenarios, the total number of the video categories is 37.

• ETA [3]. Locality-sensitive hash (LSH) is used to generate a
hash signature for the target video and behaviors. Then GSU
uses Hamming distance as the target-behavior relevance metric.

• SDIM [1]. GSU selects behaviors with the same hash signature
as the target video through multi-round hash collision. In the

original paper, ESU linearly aggregates sampled behaviors from
multiple rounds to obtain user interests. In our experiments, a
more powerful TA is adopted in ESU for fair comparison.

• SIM Cluster. Since “category” requires expensive human an-
notations and is usually unreliable in short video scenarios, we
implement SIM Cluster as an improved variant of SIM Hard. We
group videos into 1,000 clusters based on pre-trained embeddings.
GSU retrieves behaviors from the same cluster as the target item.

• SIM Cluster+ is a refinement of SIM Cluster, where the number
of clusters is expanded from 1,000 to 10,000.

• SIM Soft [19]. GSU uses inner product score of videos’ pre-
trained embeddings to retrieve relevant behaviors. Inner product
is a more refined retrieval method than Hamming distance and
hash collision, but with higher computational cost.

In summary, ETA and SDIM adopt end-to-end training methods, but
use rough retrieval methods to avoid high-complexity calculations.
SIM Cluster (+), and SIM Soft use refined retrieval methods, but the
compromise is that they have to use pre-trained embeddings and
generate offline inverted index in advance. Note that SIM Soft has
not yet been defeated by the follow-up work ETA and SDIM. We do
not compare with UBR4CTR [20, 21] because its iterative training
is not suitable for our streaming scenario. Furthermore, UBR4CTR
is confirmed performing worse than SIM Hard and ETA [3].

4.3 Experimental Setting
We use samples in 23 consecutive hours of a day as training data and
ones in the following hour for test. We evaluate all algorithms in 5
consecutive days and report the averaged performance over days.
For offline evaluation, we use two widely adopted metrics: AUC
and GAUC. AUC signifies the probability that a positive sample’s
score is higher than that of a negative one, reflecting a model’s
ranking ability. GAUC performs a weighted average over all user’s
AUC, and the weights are set to the number of samples of this
user. GAUC eliminates the bias among users and evaluates model
performance at a finer and fair granularity.

For fair comparison, in all algorithms, we use identical network
structures including the embedding layers, the upper deep networks,
the short-term behavior modeling and other task modelings, except
the long-term behavior modeling module. For two-stage models,
we use the recent 10,000 behaviors as input of GSU and retrieve
100 behaviors for TA in ESU. For DIN, we use the most recent
100 behaviors due to its bottleneck in processing long sequences.
Though CP-GSU of TWIN uses four heads in the attention score
computation, we recursively traverses the top ranked items by the
four heads until it collects 100 unique behaviors. For all models, the
embedding layer uses the AdaGrad optimizer and the learning rate
is 0.05. DNN parameters are updated by Adam with learning rate
5.0e-06. The batch size is set as 8192.

4.4 Overall Performance (RQ1)
Table 4 shows the performance of all models. Note that due to the
large amount of users and samples in our dataset, an improvement
of 0.05% in AUC and GAUC in the offline evaluation is significant
enough to bring online gains for the business.

First, TWIN significantly outperforms all baselines, espe-
cially two-stage SOTAs with inconsistent GSU. This validates
the key advantage of TWIN in life-long behavior modeling, i.e.,
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Table 4: Offline comparison with SOTAs (RQ1). We report
the mean and standard deviation (std) over 5 consecutive
days. The best and second-best results are highlighted in bold
and underlined respectively . Note that the improvement of
TWIN over the best compared model in AUC is 0.29% and
that in GAUC is 0.51%. These improvements are much larger
than 0.05%, a value enough to bring online benefits.

Method AUC (mean ± std ) ↑ GAUC (mean ± std ) ↑

Avg-Pooling 0.7855 ± 0.00023 0.7168 ± 0.00019
DIN 0.7873 ± 0.00014 0.7191 ± 0.00012
SIM Hard 0.7901 ± 0.00016 0.7224 ± 0.00021
ETA 0.7910 ± 0.00004 0.7243 ± 0.00011
SIM Cluster 0.7915 ± 0.00017 0.7253 ± 0.00018
SDIM 0.7919 ± 0.00009 0.7267 ± 0.00006
SIM Cluster+ 0.7927 ± 0.00009 0.7275 ± 0.00011
SIM Soft 0.7939 ± 0.00014 0.7299 ± 0.00013

TWIN 0.7962 ± 0.00008 0.7336 ± 0.00011

Improvement +0.29% +0.51%

the powerful and consistent TA in CP-GSU. Specifically, CP-GSU
precisely retrieves behaviors that are considered highly relevant
by ESU, saving ESU’s precious computational resources for the
most important user information. While in others, the ineffective
and inconsistent GSU may miss important behaviors and introduce
noisy ones, degrading TA performance. In addition, the gain from
Avg-pooling to DIN shows the ability of TA in retrieving effective
information. And the gain from DIN to other two-stage SOTAs ver-
ifies the necessity of modeling long behaviors. These two together
support our motivation: extending TA to long sequences.

Second, only end-to-end training is not enough.We observe
that TWIN apparently outperforms ETA and SDIM, two strong
baselines whose embeddings in GSU are also trained in end-to-
end manner. Specially, ETA uses LSH & Hamming distance and
SDIM uses multiround hash collision. Both GSU strategies are less
precise compared to TA and inconsistent with the target-behavior
relevance metric used in their ESUs. While CP-GSU in TWIN is not
only trained end-to-end, but also consistent with TA in ESU. This
shows that a precise relevance metric is crucial to GSU, validating
our advantage over the existing end-to-end algorithms.

Third, modeling lifelong behaviors at a finer granularity
is effective. We compare the variants of SIM: SIM Hard with 37
categories, SIM Cluster(+) with 1,000 / 10,000 clusters and SIM Soft
where the target-behavior relevance score is calculated individually
for each behavior.We observe consistent performance improvement
as every finer granularity retrieval method is used in GSU. This
is because GSU retrieves behaviors more accurately when it can
capture the relevance score between videos more finely. From this
perspective, we further attribute our advantage over SIM Soft to
the fact that TWIN adopts more accurate relevance metric.

4.5 Consistency Analysis (RQ2)
As claimed, our superior behavior modeling ability comes from
the consistent relevance metrics in CP-GSU and ESU. But how
consistent we really achieve (Figure 4)?
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Figure 4: Consistency between GSU & ESU (RQ2). Oracle uses
ESU’s relevance metric on 104 behaviors to get “the real top-
100”. Among the 100 return by GSU of SIM Hard, only 40 hits.
TWIN lifts the hit number to 94. Theoretically, TWIN could
achieve 100% hit rate since we adopt consistent GSU. How-
ever, our practical performance is limited by the deployment
constrain, the 15 minutes refresh delay in caching.

For each well-trained two-stage model, we reuse the parameters
of its ESU as its Oracle to retrieve “the real top-100” from 10,000
behaviors. In other words, these real top-100 are the ground-truth
that ESU considers to be really important. We then traverse the GSU
output size of all compared algorithms from 10 to 104 to examine
how many outputs hit the real top-100. Note that each compared
algorithm has its own Oracle and top-100. But we only plot one
Oracle curve since all Oracles perfectly hit ground truth.

SIM Soft achieves an improvement in retrieval consistency bene-
fiting from a more precise retrieval strategy in GSU. Further, TWIN
achieves 94 hits when returning 100 behaviors, which validates
our advantage in preserving the consistency between two stages.
Note that this is the most noteworthy value, since 100 is the upper
bound for ESU input, given the constraints of inference time and
computational complexity of TA. We did not reach our theoretical
100% consistency in practice due to refresh delay in caching, as
described in Section 3.4.2.

Based on the above results, we speculate that CP-GSU has a
stronger ability to match user interests with the target video than
conventional GSUs. This is attributed to the consistency. Via shar-
ing the same structure and parameters with ESU, CP-GSU is able
to accurately judge and retrieve videos with similar content. In
addition, as the CP-GSU parameters are updated in real time, the
model can capture the user’s dynamically evolving interests.

4.6 Effects of Behavior Length (RQ3)
We aim to test the effectiveness of TWIN under different behavior
sequence lengths and to further tap the potential of TWIN. Note
that only input sequence lengths of GSUs are changed and the
output length is kept 100. Results are shown in Figure 5.

We observe that 1). TWIN performs the best consistently, and 2)
the performance gap between TWIN and other methods becomes
larger as the sequence length increases. This indicates that TWIN
has a better effectiveness in modeling extremely long sequences.

4.7 Ablation Study (RQ4)
We conduct ablation studies by applying different operations to
TWIN to evaluate the contribution of our key model designs: 1) the
consistency between two stages, and 2) efficient MHTA.
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Figure 5: Performance when GSU Takes Different Behavior
Sequence Lengths (RQ3). Left: GAUC values. Right: Relative
GAUC improvements over length = 10,000. As the sequence
length increases, all model’s performance improves and the
performance gap between TWIN and baselines increases.
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Figure 6: Effects of key Components in TWIN (RQ4). Left:
TWIN w/o Para-Cons (consistent network structure + incon-
sistent parameters) outperforms SIM Soft (both inconsistent),
but performs worse than TWIN (both consistent). Right: di-
rectly removing the user-item cross features (TWIN w/o Bias)
saves little computation but leads to a significant drop in
GAUC compared to TWIN. Compared to TWIN with the orig-
inal MHTA (TWIN w/ Raw MHTA), compressing the item in-
herent features to biases for efficiency (TWIN) hardly harms
the performance but greatly speeds up inference time.

TWIN preserves the consistency between two stages in two folds:
the network structure and parameters. To study the benefits brought
by each, we implement a variant named TWIN w/o Para-Con, that
doesn’t preserve the parameter consistency. Specially, we first train
an auxiliary model TWIN-aux which uses the identical network
structure and training data with TWIN but is trained separately.
We then synchronize the GSU parameters from TWIN-aux to TWIN
w/o Para-Con. This is to ensure that TWIN w/o Para-Con is still
updated in real time and that the gap between TWIN and TWIN
w/o Para-Con are all caused by parameter inconsistency.

As shown in Figure 6 (left), TWIN w/o Para-Con performs sig-
nificantly better than SIM Soft (inconsistent in both structure and
parameters) but slightly worse than TWIN. It indicates that both
structure consistency and parameter consistency are beneficial, but
network structure consistency contributes more.

To compute MHTA efficiently for the industrial deployment,
we split user behavior features and compress each user-item cross
feature into a one-dimensional bias term. To study the impact of
such modification and the benefits of preserving user-item cross
features in the attention computation, we implement two variants
and compare their performances and inference time: TWIN with

Table 5: The relative Watch Time improvement of TWIN
in online A/B test compared with SIM Hard and SIM Soft
(RQ5). In Kuaishou’s scenario, 0.1% increase is a significant
improvement that brings great business effectiveness.

Scenarios Featured-Video Tab Discovery Tab Slide Tab

v.s. SIM Hard +4.893% +3.712% +6.249%
v.s. SIM Soft +2.778% +1.374% +2.705%

the original MHTA where a straightforward linearly projection
𝐾𝑊 is used and no feature split is conducted, and TWIN without
using the user-item cross features in MHTA, which are respectively
abbreviated as TWIN w/ Raw MHTA and TWIN w/o Bias.

As shown in Figure 6 (right), TWIN beats TWIN w/o Bias sig-
nificantly and performs almost the same as TWIN w/ Raw MHTA,
validating that our proposed modification to MHTA hardly com-
promises the performance. Regarding to the computational cost, as
caching is inapplicable for TWIN w/ Raw MHTAwhen the user-item
cross features are used in the linear projection of 𝐾 (details in Sec-
tion 3.3.2), the inference time of TWIN w/ Raw MHTA significantly
increases. In contrast, removing the user-item cross features (TWIN
w/o Bias) does not save much computation, yet harms performance.

4.8 Online Result (RQ5)
To evaluate the online performance of TWIN, we conduct strict on-
line A/B tests on Kuaishou’s short-video recommendation platform.
Table 5 compares the performance of TWIN with SIM Hard and
SIM Soft under three representative business scenarios in Kuaishou
(Featured-Video Tab, Discovery Tab, and Slide Tab). Different
from e-commerce, where the commonly used online evaluation
metrics are CTR and GMV, the short-video recommendation scenar-
ios usually use Watch Time, which measures the total amount of
time users spend on viewing the videos. As shown, TWIN remark-
ably outperforms SIM Hard and SIM Soft in all scenarios. As 0.1%
increase in Watch Time is considered as an effective improvement
in Kuaishou, TWIN achieves significant business gain.

5 CONCLUSION
To address the inconsistency issue of conventional life-long be-
havior modeling algorithms, we proposed a consistency-preserved
TWo-stage Interest Model, which successfully extended the effec-
tive but computational expensive MHTA from ESU to CP-GSU, or
namely from a sequence length of 100 to length 104 − 105. Specif-
ically, we designed novel MHTA mechanism as well as highly ef-
ficient infrastructure, including behavior features splits & com-
pression, pre-computing & caching, online training & parameter
synchronization. We accelerated the computational bottleneck by
99.3%, which contributed to the successful deployment of TWIN
on Kuaishou, serving the main traffic of hundreds of millions of
active users. The consistency between two stages, together with
the effective TA-based relevance metric in CP-GSU, maximized the
retrieval effectiveness of behavior modeling and significantly lifted
the performance of CTR prediction. To the best of our knowledge,
TWIN is the first to achieve consistency in the two-stage life-long
behavior modeling problem.
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